AN AFFILIATE OF KELLER LOGISTICS GROUP

CONTRACT PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW
Keller Packaging, an affiliate of Keller Logistics Group, currently operates with a 410k
SF facility located within one-day transport of 40% of the United States.
USDA/FDA Certified | SQF 2000 Certified | Specialized equipment for packing and wrapping of
discount, multi and bonus packs, warehouse club packs, shippers and end aisle displays.
Whether your product needs shrink wrapped, blister packaged, boxed or sorted, we can tailor a customized
solution for your unique contract packaging needs. We also offer assistance with kit assembly, end aisle
or shipper displays and kit or product assembly – all with FDA and USDA required tracking if needed.
Additional details on back.

Inventory Management: All product
coming into our packaging/warehouse
facility is scanned into our WMS utilizing
bar codes on all products and put away
locations. We execute Lot traceability,
FIFO/FEFO (based on customer
requirements) and maintain an aged
inventory report daily. Mock recalls
are conducted quarterly and results
reported per our customer guidelines.
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Watch our capabilities video at kellerlogistics.com
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Contract Packaging
Solutions
PRODUCT
ASSEMBLY

The attaching or
construction of
your product into a
finished form.

INVENTORY
CELLO
MANAGEMENT
WRAPPING

SHRINK
WRAPPING

DISPLAY
BLISTER
PACKAGING
BUILDING

A full wrap of clear or
The building and filling
printed film, completely of end caps, stand alone
encasing your product or counter top displays.
or package.

BLISTER
PACKAGING

KIT ASSEMBLY

A clear semi rigid (crinkly) A rigid clear shell, adThe collating of multiple
film wrap, commonly
items into a chipboard
hered to a printed card
used for playing cards. with your product inside.
or corrugated carton,
adhering to our
customers specs.
Keller Logistics Group is a family owned asset based
3PL bringing you over three decades of logistics expertise.
What makes us unique is our closed loop logistics services.
In addition to our warehousing, distribution, and packaging
services, our affiliate Keller Freight Solutions can arrange inbound
and outbound transportation for you. From Maker to Market –
we’ve got you covered. ALL FROM ONE SOURCE!

CARTONING

SORTING,REWORK,
& INSPECTION

The manual application The checking for defects,
of hot melt or cold glue the isolation of such, and
to assemble or secure
the creation of 100%
your product or display.
good product ready
for shipment.

BUNDLING

A film overwrap with
the ends left open.
Commonly seen for
bottled water in trays.

CLUB/MULTI
PACK

Specialized packaging
dictated by club stores,
often has a variety of
flavors or options of the
same product.

Have needs outside of
our current locations? Let’s talk!
We have a strong network throughout
the country to support you.
WE GO WHERE YOU GROW!
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